Testimonial for Priestess of the Global Goddess Training
Facilitated by Anique Radiant Heart
By Maree Lipstich
I feel so blessed to have found my spiritual teacher Anique Radiant Heart
and the Priestess of the Global Goddess Training. I have been looking for
many years and this training is giving me such solace and a foundation in
sacred practice that most closely resembles my beliefs. Anique is a
dedicated, grounded and methodical teacher in both the academic
research and spiritual aspects of the Goddess and her Eldership is plainly
evident. I feel uplifted, challenged and grateful for all that I have
experienced so far in the course and I know that I have grown immensely
since I started. Thank you Anique from the bottom of my heart for the
great gifts that you offer. I would recommend this training to anyone who
has a longing to know the Sacred Feminine more deeply, whether for
yourself alone or to serve Her as Priestess.
In Her sacred service,
Anique

Testimonial for Priestess of the Global Goddess Training
By Dr Delphine De More
This Priestess Training has been a heartheart-opening journey. The material is
rich with meaning, the discussions thought provoking and the exercises a
wealth of practices to enhance every woman’s deepest experiences. As a
priestess already in practice, I have had my own skills and knowledge
expanded which allows me to manifest much more clearly the will of the
Goddess for me and our community. Unlike other trainings I have
attended, this one has a focus on developing ourselves through internal
work as a means to doing the work from the inside out. I highly
recommend it for practitioners as well as those new to Her path.
In Her Hands,
Delphine De More
High Priestess Star Psyche
House of the Goddess, Inc.
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To be a Priestess, is to be in Her Sacred Service….
and that is a calling and a privilege.

